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In this article, Tom documents how he used low cost and readily available LED strips to light his Sonerai panel. 

Thanks Tom for preparing this article and sharing the idea.  -Scott 

I wanted a better and less expensive way to light my 2LS panel for those dawn and
dusk flights. I wanted low current drain, a dimmer, and very light weight. I will list

sources at the end of this article.

  

After searching around, I found 12 volt DC LED strip lights on a popular website. I

bought the red 120cm strip because red light does not hamper night vision. The

lightstrip has a peel and stick backing and two wire leads. The lead with the red

stripe is the ground.

  

I also found a pulse width modulation dimmer for the lights. This type of dimmer
does not change the color of the lights as conventional dimmers will. The dimmer

circuit board carries the switch and the input/output connections. The switch is

rotary and has a audible/tactile click on and off.
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I made a 3" wide carbon fiber glareshield and attached it (centered) at the back of

the panel with small sections of aluminum angle, clamps, and epoxy. Not pretty,

but effective. The "safety edge" at the front of the glareshield is just 1/4" ID black

hose which has been split to fit over the front edge of the glareshield. Any thin

glareshield and panel material will work.

  

I cut the LED strip to the proper length with a scissor, (yes, all but the last of the

remaining lights still work!). I cleaned the underside of the front of the glareshield
with an alcohol wipe, and then peeled the backing off the LED strip. I placed the

strip as near the front edge as I could, allowing a short space for the hose so that

the hose would not cover up the lights. Press it down hard so the adhesive gets a

good grip.

I slipped the split hose over the edge of the panels and secured it with epoxy.

While I was at it, I replaced the white incandescent bulbs in the engine gauges

with individual red LED lights. Wiring is simple; ground to ground and positive to

positive. Connect the wiring to the output of the dimmer, and connect the input side

of the dimmer to your positive 12 volt supply.
 

 

  

The final product with LED lights turned on!  For the purpose of this article, I used

a 12 volt battery to test the lights. Dimmer range is very dim to very bright.

Summary

This may or may not work for your aircraft. A friend tried it and had a lot of red reflection on his canopy - but my canopy is mounted

backward from his, and my panel mounts 90 degrees to the longeron where his is tilted slightly forward, so I did not have the
reflection issue. If your canopy is mounted with the more rounded section to the front, and/or if your panel is not 90 degrees to the
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longerons, there is an alternative method: Mount the LED strip to the front of the center cross tube on your canopy frame. There are

several options for mounting the LED strip, I just preferred mounting mine under the glareshield. After all, these are experimental

aircraft, so use your imagination. Whatever method you choose, the total weight of the lights and dimmer is about 3 ounces, current

drain is a few milliamps, and the LED lights are rated to burn for 100,000 hours.

Sources

LED Light Strip: ebay seller "travelinwind", bid 1 cent, shipping $11.99. Delivery 3-4 weeks.

Kick KR6 PWM dimmer: seller "tumbleweed 35", $15.95 + $2.42 shipping. Delivery 10 days.
5mm red individual LED lights (20 pc. pack), seller alaya_male, $5.50 w/ free shipping. 4 weeks.

20 Gauge stranded wire, hardware store, Radio Shack, etc.

Tom Mitchell

If you have comments on this or other articles, please post them to the Sonerai.net Forum
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